Given a photograph of small crystals, it is often desirable to determine the face indices. This paper describes a straightforward iterative method, incorporated in a computer program, by which the azimuth and polar coordinates of the optical axis of the photographic camera are computed from: the lattice parameters a, b, c, ~, fl, ~,; the assumed indices of the three faces intersecting at a point; and the angles between the zone axes to which the faces belong, as measured in projection on the photograph. This optical axis is required to satisfy two conditions: it should be consistent with the assumed indices, and it should be constant with respect to intersection points throughout the photograph. Using these conditions as a criterion, one can eliminate the uncertainty in the assignment of face indices.
I. Introduction
In studying the morphology of small crystals it is possible to assign the crystal face indices by using a two-circle optical goniometer (Terpstra & Codd, 1961) . Nowadays the introduction of the SEM (scanning electron microscope) enables one to deal with minute crystals, of order 10/.tin, which are too small to manipulate on a two-circle optical goniometer. These crystals can be viewed with an optical microscope or SEM and photographed.
For several reasons, the problem of indexing faces of small crystals has attracted attention previously (e.g. von Philipsborn &von Hodenberg, 1959; Pupin & Turco, 1972) . In the case of the SEM, since eucentric stages are not always available, and even if so, the interfacial angles needed for indexing cannot always be measured, especially with crystals of low symmetry, the only available data in general are to be extracted from photographs. Unambiguous assignment of face indices in these photographs is a prerequisite to the study of crystal morphology, regardless of the context in which one may wish to work.
An optimal method should offer two advantages. First, it should be general enough to be used for any crystal with the same efficiency, e.g. simple as well as complicated crystals with difficult configurations such as twins. Second, the method should have general applicability, i.e. should be independent of the details of the operation of the SEM, which may not always be available. A general way of indexing the faces purely on the basis of the photographs themselves, thus allowing maximum freedom from the operation of the instrument, could be based on the following steps: guess the indices, compute from them the line of sight, i.e. the optical axis of the photographic camera, and see if the indices are correct.
Apart from the lattice parameters, which are of course known, the available information consists of the angular measurements which can be extracted from the photograph itself. Furthermore, one or more indexing schemes are available as guesses. To each such scheme corresponds a guess of the approximate alignment of the optical axis. By measuring an arrangement of three angles formed by three intersecting zone axes we can determine the optical axis of the camera; and by measuring several such sets we can employ the criterion of self-consistency.
We describe here an iterative method incorporated in an interactive APL (Falkhoff & Iverson, 1974) computer program, developed to calculate the azimuth and polar coordinates of the optical axis from: the lattice parameters, indices of three non-parallel faces, and the corresponding projected angles measured on the photograph.
Preliminary considerations
Let hikili (for i= 1,2,3) be the indices of three faces intersecting at a point, and call 0; the angle formed by the zone axes on face i. Let qi be the projection of 0i on the film plane, i.e. the plane perpendicular to the as yet unknown optical axis of the photographic camera. The angle formed by this axis and the intersection of faces i and j is designated by Zi~. The Oi's can be determined from the face indices in the usual way. The r/;'s are to be measured on the photograph, hence constitute the 'experimental quantities'. The angles gi~ are unknown and related to the above quantities by the set of equations:
which we ultimately wish to solve. Before we can do so, however, we must first resolve the inherent ambiguities concerning Oi vs 7t-Oi and ~li vs 7~-qi, which will be dealt with below, and then reformulate (1) accordingly.
The ambiguity concerning 0; results from the fact that the angle formed by two intersecting lines can be replaced by its supplement. It can be resolved by adopting standard practice. We choose the direction of the zone axis i, j to point in the upper hemisphere (used in the stereographic projection) and then calculate the 0g's uniquely. A suitable coordinate system (~yi) may be constructed from the available lattice vectors (abc) thus: ~., the ~o = 0 direction, is chosen equal to c/c; ~, the (05 = 0, ~o = ½n) direction, is chosen parallel to the positive component of b perpendicular to the ac plane; 2, is chosen perpendicular to y and i so as to form a right-handed system. Now the unit vectors along the zone axes, ~ii, can be uniquely represented by their azimuth (05u) and polar (~o~j) coordinates in compliance with the following conventions: (i) [001] is the centre of the stereographic projection net: (ii) 05 is measured clockwise from the (0, 1,0) point closest to [010]; (iii) a point on the circumference of the net is restricted to the first two quadrants. If (05o~o~) are the unknown optical-axis coordinates defined in a completely analogous way, we can make the following substitutions in (1):
COS Zij = COS ~O c COS Oij 21-sin ~o~ sin 0gj cos (05~ -05;). (3b)
As regards the projected angles, the supplement n-rh is as good a candidate for measurement as r/;, provided one of the following conditions is met:
The adopted convention to force the zone axes to point in the upper hemisphere does not resolve the ambiguity between r/~ and n-r// because by looking at a photograph it is not always possible to determine to which zone-axis direction a given projected-line direction corresponds. Therefore for our treatment the all of which satisfy (4). As an example, Fig. 1 includes all the arrangements of projected angles equivalcnt to Fig. l(a) . Since this lack of uniqueness cannot be directly eliminated in practice, it will be incorporated in the solution.
The method
Equations (3a, b) when substituted in the set (1) yield a set of three equations in two unknowns 05o 0c fully describing all physical situations. Only two of the equations are independent since the ~l;'s are related by (4), but below we maintain all three for reasons of symmetry. A practical method to solve the set is by iteration since thus, available information about the line of sight may be utilized in the form of an initial guess. To circumvent the lack of uniqueness expressed by (5) we divide the solution into two steps. A preliminary iteration, not on the projected angles, but on three new variables defined in terms of the r/~'s so as to be the same for all sets in (5). Then a final iteration on the angles themselves, after selecting for the purpose that set of angles from (5) which happens to conform to the results of the preliminary iteration.
As can be easily verified, the required new variables may be defined as: 
An initial guess (05°,,o°) is gradually improved to (05~,o~) so as to minimize ZIRijk(comp.)--Ruk(meas.)l in the case of (6a) or Z [cos Jli(comp.)[-Icos lli(meas.)l in the case of (6b). When 05', U~ are substituted in (3a, b) and the result in(l), they yield angles {r/llT'2q3} roughly coincident with one of the sets in (5). That set we select for the final iteration. The preliminary solution (05~,~o~) is used as an initial guess for the final iteration, and is gradually improved to the final result (05o~o~) for which Elrh(comp.) -r/i(meas., sel.)[ is minimal.
Discussion
A few words on the use of the iteration procedure and meaning of the various solutions are in order. The preliminary iteration gives in general, rise to several intermediate results (05'o~). Those (05~.,~c) for which the corresponding triplet ~11'111"2~13} bears no resemblance to any of,the sets in (5) are discarded. The final iteration is performed for each eligible (05'o ~o~) using the appropriately selected set from (5). The outcome of each application is: either to improve (~b~,Q~) to a final (~bc, Qc) for which the computed r/i's coincide with the selected ones; or to discard (~b' c, ~) if it leads to no such coincidence. It is possible for more than one (~b' c,Q~) to lead to the same (~bc, Qc). Finally, at least one and at most four survivors (~bc, Qc) emerge, the sought solutions.
That more than one solution may exist is reasonable in view of (5). This multiplicity does not constitute a serious drawback for the following reasons. First, it is rare in the more interesting cases of low symmetry. Second, almost invariably one has some prior approximate knowledge of the line of sight as a guideline. Third, the selected projected-angle configurations should be chosen self-consistently; in other words, if two junctions share a zone axis, the same direction should be adopted for the zone axis in both junctions. This requirement provides an additional constraint on the choice of solution.
It should be pointed out that optical deviations from the assumed ideal case of orthogonal projection exist (i.e. lines that should be parallel appear to diverge away from the centre, etc.). Of course the optical axis itself is of no interest, only agreement among solutions is important. If the optical distortions are significant so as to mask the self-consistency feature, one should consider calibrating the field of view using a grid in conjunction with a polynomial correction scheme, as described by Murray & Windle (1973) .
Finally, a useful extension of this method would be a means of generating, automatically by computer rather than by inspection, all the allowable indexation schemes necessary for input.
Y 5. Conclusions
The method is illustrated by the example of the two photographs in Fig. 2 . It was originally thought (Felius, 1975) that the crystal was ruffle, but with the tetragonal lattice parameters of rutile no self-consistent solutions were obtained. In fact the only lattice which allowed for the existence of solutions was the cubic (a = b = c, ~ = fl = ? = 90°). On this basis it was concluded that the photographed crystal must have been potassium hexafluorotitanate (KETiF6) (Felius, 1975) .
The data (indexation and measured angles) and results (computed angles and optical-axis coordinates) are presented in Fig. 3 and Table 1 . Owing to the simplicity of the cubic structure there are many solutions, but only the sell-consistent ones are included in Table 1 . The arrows in Fig. 3 indicate the directions of the zone axes, and are drawn in agreement with the set of selected angles corresponding to each solution. It is seen that the chosen directions for the zone axes difference between the two optical axes, about 13 ° , is borne out by the photographs. Taking into account the slightly corroded edges of the sample, the error of measuring a given angle could be as large as 4-5 + . There is in addition optical distortion which is small in the central portion of a photograph and largest at the edges. To get an idea of the reliability of the solution, the r/; values calculated from the averages ~ and 0 are listed in the last three columns of Table 1 . Their deviations from the equivalent measured angles vary from 0 to 11 °. The smallest deviations (< 3 °) are associated with the most nearly centrally located junctions A and C, where the optical distortion is negligible. The deviations increase for junctions further from the centre (B, D, E, H) and become largest at the very edges (F, G, K) where optical distortion becomes significant and the quality of the photograph declines.
In the near future there will be published extensive applications of the method to feldspars (Woensdregt, 1977) in order to investigate the relation between the internal crystal structure and external morphology on the basis of the PBC theory of Hartman & Perdok (Hartman, 1973) : and to cobalt olivine (Co2SiO+) ('t Hart, 1977) . C. F. Woensdregt suggested the problem and provided all the necessary data. I thank him and Professor P. Hartman for discussions, comments and critical reading of the manuscript. I also thank R. O. Felius for making available his grown sample of the crystal. Fig. 2 
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